Normal Studio ON THE DESIGN “Mimic Mirror came from the idea of
creating a table mirror that had a sculptural character, giving the
design a strong expression that would make it at once an object of
decoration and use. The mirror is a study of repetitions, seen with the
graphic, triangular pattern on its back along with the reflection of its
front glass and sculpted facets of the base. We wanted for the design to
exist in harmony with the space in which it is present while adding to the
atmosphere of the room through its characteristic expression. Bringing
a new perspective to the traditional table mirror, Mimic has a playful
appearance while serving its intended function with a friendly ease.”

DESIGNED BY / YEAR OF DESIGN

25,5 cm / 10"

Normal Studio / 2018

ABOUT THE DESIGNER
35 cm / 14.25"

Ø 8 cm / 3.25"

Grey

Nude

Midnight Blue

riches a room even when not in use. Place the
mirror in the bathroom, bedroom, hallway or
as a decorative object in the living room.

Normal Studio is a Paris-based design studio,
founded in 2006 by Jean-François Dingjian
and Eloi Chafaï. In their work, the duo attempts
to promote elementary design that goes
beyond trends and fads to create objects
that will have a longstanding lifespan through
timeless expressions. Designs by Normal Studio
are part of the permanent collection of Paris’
Musée des Arts Décoratifs and featured in various contemporary art foundations throughout
France.

PRODUCTION PROCESS

CATEGORY

CLEANING AND CARE

Table Mirror
ENVIRONMENT

PRODUCT FACT SHEET

MIMIC MIRROR

The top part of the mirror is produced using
a high-pressure plastic injection method. The
body of the mirror is painted with a clear rubber coating to give the surface a soft finish.
The mirror glass is cut and the edges polished,
before it is glued into its frame.
MATERIAL

Base in resin, mirror-back in injection-molded
ABS with soft coating.
Wipe off with moist cloth and remove excess
liquid with dry cloth.

Indoor

DESCRIPTION

Mimic Mirror is all about repetition of pattern
and reflections. Its sculptural appearance en-
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